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The Animal Health
Trust’s EGS vaccine
trial analysis is now in its
final stages, and we will be
able to bring you a full report
on this shortly. Well done to
Dr Jo Ireland, who has been
working hard to bring this
huge and complex trial
to completion.

AFTER A SLOW START
UK GRASS GROWTH
RATES NOW AT SAME
LEVEL AS MAY 2018
Dr David Marlin on managing grazing.
This is good general advice to help reduce the
risk of equine grass sickness as well as many
other conditions – it is a perilous time of year
for our equine friends.
SPRING GRASS, HORSES, PONIES,
BEHAVIOUR, LAMINITIS, OBESITY, EMS,
COLIC
*** AVOID-RESTRICT-MANAGE-SUPPORT ***
1) FOR ALL THESE ISSUES PREVENTION
IS SO MUCH MORE PREFERABLE TO
CURE!
2) REMEMBER THE GOLDEN RULE OF
HORSE FEEDING: MAKE CHANGES
GRADUALLY
3) BE VIGILANT AND REACT TO ANY
WARNING SIGNS EARLY

Spring is a risky time for many horses and
ponies. Temperatures maintained above 5˚C
over 24 hours will restart grass growth, so at
this variable time of year, it is important to be
vigilant and not complacent.
Spring grass has low structural fibre and a
high sugar content, as well as being highly
palatable and easy for horses to eat in large
quantities. A sudden increase in the amount
of grass in a diet, coupled with a change
in the grass nutritional content can lead to
hindgut disturbance, altered behaviour and an
increased risk for a number of health issues.
For good doers it may only take a couple of
weeks for them to pile on extra weight which
can become increasingly difficult to shift over
the summer.
There is good evidence to link high fructans
levels in grass and a number of health problems,
specifically laminitis, colic and hindgut upsets.
Fructans are a sugar storage molecule
produced by grass when it is stressed. Things
which stress grass out are sudden temperature
changes or overgrazing. This could prove to be
the link between the perceived increased risk of
laminitis and frosty mornings.

AVOID - Clearly an effective strategy to
significantly reduce the risk of most of the
problems associated with spring grass is to
not let horses consume it. For some horses
and ponies at very high-risk this is the best
option but impractical for many. Horses
shouldn’t graze grass until there has been
a return to night-time temperatures above
5°C and/or overcast weather as when the
temperature is below 5°C the fructan levels
will remain high in the grass at night.
RESTRICT - Restricting Spring grass intake is
likely to be the most practical option for most
horses and ponies at risk. Ways to do this
include…
• Limiting turnout time e.g. 2h instead of 8h.
This doesn’t work for all horses and ponies
as some can eat up to 3x faster when their
time is restricted

day as new grass starts to grow
• After a cold night and a clear sunny start
the fructan levels will be high in the morning
and sugar levels in grass will rise
throughout the day
MANAGE – Managing access to spring grass
can be highly effective in reducing certain
health problems such as colic or laminitis.
It takes the hindgut microbiome around 3-4
weeks to adjust to a sudden change in forage,
such as going from 100% hay to 100% pasture.
• Introduce access to richer pasture slowly
– e.g. start with 1h a day and increase
slowly over a few weeks
• Split turnout – instead of 4h a day, 2h
morning and 2h evening would be better
• Reduce the energy value of forage fed in
the stable by soaking or mixing in some straw
• Provide hay in the field to encourage a less
severe shift in diet
SUPPORT – Prebiotics and Probiotics can be
fed to reduce the disturbance to the hindgut
caused by the introduction of spring grass to
a horses’ diet.

• Limit intake with grazing muzzles – not
popular with some owners but effective
in most horses and ponies and can reduce
intake by 75%

A preliminary study by Anna Garber who is
part of professor Jo-Anne Murray’ Equine
Nutrition Group at Glasgow University has
shown the potential of Science Supplements
Gut Balancer to support a more stable gut
environment at times where environmental
stressors may impact on the microbial
populations in the horse’s gastrointestinal
tract. The results of the study will be presented
at the Equine Science Society conference in
North Carolina in June 2019.

• If you have a horse that’s turned out 24/7,
consider bringing it for at least part of the

By Dr David Marlin with our sincere thanks
davidmarlin.co.uk

• Turnout on bare areas but avoid stressed
pastures which can be higher in fructans
• Limit area to be grazed with fencing
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SURVIVOR STORIES
SAM BY GILL SUTTLE
Home bred Kyzyl Double or Quits, Sam to
his friends is a rare Anglo-Teke stallion, who
has recently returned to full health following a
three month battle with grass sickness.

Sam aged 5 ½ months
‘Wednesday 8th September - Day 1. Evening.
Sam’s off his food. He trashed his feed
this morning, so I’ve come back to check
tonight, and he hasn’t eaten up. Instead he
looks colicky; he’s tucked up and tense,
stamping around, clearly uncomfortable. But it
passes quickly, and he settles. His pulse and
temperature are normal. I look in at bedtime,
and again in the night, and he’s standing
quietly, eating hay. Or so I think…

Day 15 - 21. Slow progress. By the end of the
week he’s daily eating 6 lbs Racehorse Mix,
2 lbs bran, 6 lbs carrots, a small helping of
sugar beet and as much grass as I can cut,
in addition to grazing. But that’s his limit; he
doesn’t eat more, and when I try to take him
to graze too soon after a feed, or for too long,
he quickly gets gastric reflux. He still refuses
alfalfa chaff, and the beet is his only bulk food
apart from the grass. He tries to eat haylage,
but it makes him choke horribly. He gets
terribly angry with it and strews it all round the
stable, burying it in the bed then digging it
up again. The muscle tremors have stopped,
as has the awful snuffling, and most of the
tightness round his bottom rib has relaxed,
though he still tucks up again after eating.
It’s impossible that he’s actually gained true
weight on these bare maintenance rations, and
I begin to understand how much of the rapid
emaciation of EGS is caused by dehydration,
as well as the tense ribcage. The Pink Powder
now goes in the cut grass - a big help, as he
hates the syringe. He is up to three dung-piles
a day - progress! I’d never thought I’d be so
keen to shovel horse-s**t.’

Sam was on the danger list for ten weeks, but
made a full recovery. The above are extracts
from his daily log. To follow the whole story
of his illness, including symptoms, enzyme
levels, treatment and other details, see
kyzyltekes.co.uk/sams-grass-sicknessdiary.html.

Sam finally started his competitive career last
winter. He has brought back five rosettes from
five outings in dressage, show jumping and
eventers’ challenge, including one win. Fit and
strong, he loves cross-country schooling, and
is an exciting ride for his 64-year-old owner/
breeder.
Sam has since begun his stud career,
with three Anglo-Teke foals on the ground
including the home-bred Kyzyl Doubloon.

Day 4. Sam’s more tucked up than ever, and
trembling. He has also been sweating up
intermittently, though I never actually catch him
wet. Another bran mash goes on the muckheap; we compromise on a good helping of
bran in his Alfa-A and beet pulp, with a sprinkling
of barley on top, in a number of small feeds
throughout the day. His droppings are down
to one a day. I begin to realise he’s not actually
eating any hay - just chewing it interminably,
then dropping it into his bed and burying it.
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A LETTER FROM
(SOUTH)AMERICA!

Dear Equine Grass Sickness Fund,

OBITUARY MARJORIE MARTIN
BY HARRY SLEIGH

Thank you for providing so much useful information about EGS on
your website. It was an invaluable source to me when my 6 year old
gelding Fiestero was diagnosed with EGS in February 2016.
He got sick towards the end of a 2 month trail ride in the Chilean
mountains. The recovery process was a little bumpy. He arrived at
the vet in quite weak condition, nearly no eating and passing of stool.
I am not sure anymore if you are referring to this on your website but
we used common vegetable oil administered daily orally to help with
gut motility when he was constipated. We also gave cisapride orally
and some injections that are usually used on humans after intestinal
surgery. Other than that it was a lot of nursing. After a couple of
days he developed diarrhoea which we were first very happy about
because there were very little sounds in the gut for some time. We
struggled to put weight on him though and at some point the vet
feared we might have to put him down. Thankfully he survived.

Marjorie Martin introduces the Queen to Wells Vijay at the Highland Show

We are very grateful to the Sleigh family for the donation of a
unique collection of Highland Pony Stud books dating from
1967 to 2010 belonging to the late Marjorie Martin. These were
auctioned off to raise funds for grass sickness research, raising
a substantial donation for which we are extremely grateful.
Mrs Marjorie Martin (nee Sleigh), of the Westpark Stud, was a
well-known stocks person, who, along with her father, Harry, and
brother (also Harry) enjoyed major success in the Shetland pony
world with the “Wells” stud from the 1950s on. Marjorie and her
father bred and showed fifteen Royal Highland Show champions
and eleven Royal Show champions under the “Wells” banner,
and exported ponies to many countries. She started her own
stud in the mid-1970s, under the name of “Westpark”

I would say Fiestero recovered completely. The first 18 months after
the disease I felt like he is not yet as strong as he was before. He
started to sweat and breathe heavy rather easily with exercise. This
might be due to weight/muscles loss though because we struggled
to put weight on him for a while. Mentally he was back to his old self
after a couple of months.

With her Westpark stud, she went on to win the Royal Highland
Show. In 1980, and followed up this success again in 1989,
when she won the St Johns Wells trophy at the Highland Show
(this trophy is for two ponies of the same breeding) and won
and The Royal Show a few years later. Marjorie also enjoyed a
successful career in the North East show-ring, winning all the
local shows, including Turriff Show five times.
“Westpark” breeding is the foundation stock for numerous studs,
which have gone on to win at shows in Scotland and England.
After she decided to retire from the show ring, her stallion,
Westpark Royal Star, (shown by her nephew, Harry Sleigh of St.
John’s Wells) won the Royal Highland Shetland pony male class
and was overall reserve in 2014, and in the following year was
champion.
Marjorie also judged at many shows, including twice in Paris,
and she was acknowledged to be a fair and expert judge.

Now when I was in Chile last year Nov 2017-Feb 2018 he was really
fit and strong. I couldn’t notice any difference to his condition before
the disease.

Thank you again!
Warm regards,
Christina

Marjorie’s passion, skill, knowledge and expertise of the
Shetland ponies, and of horses in general was without parallel.
She was always willing to pass on her knowledge to other
breeders.
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Worming
Advice
One of the key subjects we are asked
about for an EGS risk reducing strategy
is about worming, why, when, how, who,
what! Here EGSF Committee member
Jacqui Matthews provides an overview on
the main issues to consider.
Prof. Jacqui Matthews,
BVMS PhD FRSB FRCVS
RCVS Specialist in Veterinary Parasitology
Intestinal worms are common important
pathogens of horses. Infections occur in
animals of all ages, though young and geriatric
horses are more likely to show signs of
worm-related disease. Different worm species
affect horses and ponies: foals are susceptible
to the ascarid, Parascaris equorum, and
cyathostomins (small strongyles) are the
main parasite of adolescent and mature
horses and ponies. Other worms, such as the
pinworm, Oxyuris equi, and the tapeworm,
Anoplocephala perfoliata), can cause problems
in some individuals. Clinical signs of
infection are most often seen in those horses
or ponies that have a high worm burdens.
DEWORMER RESISTANCE
Resistance to dewormers complicates
effective worm control in horses and is a real
problem in cyathostomins and P. equorum
populations. Cyathostomin resistance is
reported to all three main anthelmintic classes
licensed to treat roundworm (nematode)
infections in horses, these being the
benzimidazoles, tetrahydropyrimidines and
macrocyclic lactones. Indeed, resistance
to benzimidazole compounds is almost
ubiquitous in cyathostomin populations in
developed regions. In some populations,
multi- class resistance is reported, with a
lack of effectiveness of macrocyclic lactones,
pyrantel and fenbendazole compounds,
leaving no chemical options left for control.
Macrocyclic resistance is widespread in P.
equorum populations, and there are also
reports of resistance in this worm type to the
other two anti-nematode dewormer classes.
Resistance is transferred from one generation
to the next generation in worm DNA. In the
presence of resistance mutations, each time
a dewormer is applied, the majority of worms
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that survive treatment are resistant. After
repeated treatments with the same dewormer
over time, worms with a resistant genotype
dominate and the dewormer fails to kill many
worms. This can be detected as a failed
drench check or by the presence of clinical
signs in animals which have been previously
treated. Horse movement between sites
without appropriate quarantine procedures
allows the flow of resistance genes between
populations. Dewormer resistant populations
do to not change back to sensitivity, even
when the worms have not been exposed to a
specific drug type for several years.
So far, dewormer resistance has not been
reported in tapeworm or in the large strongyle,
Strongylus vulgaris. That does not mean
to say that resistance in these worms has
not occurred, just that it has not yet been
identified.
The extent of dewormer resistance in small
redworms and ascarids is disturbing,
especially as there is no prospect of new
dewormers coming to the market in the near
future. Judicious use of these medicines
should now be a priority and worm control
methods that reduce the frequency of
dewormer use need to be applied.
WORM CONTROL PLANS
Worm control strategies need to take account
of yard management, local climatic conditions
and worm life cycles. Managing pasture
contamination should be the focus of control
plans. Fields should not be over-stocked
(i.e. no more than 1-2 horses/acre). When
‘resting’ paddocks, allow adequate time for
the death of the free-living worm stages on
pasture. In the UK, resting for 6-9 months;
over winter to mid-summer the following year
is recommended. Dung should be removed
from pasture, especially when paddocks are
grazed intensively. Removal twice per week
is recommended. Horses on paddocks where
there is no dung removal have been shown to
have a reduced strongyle egg reappearance
periods after treatment with moxidectin,
increasing the need to further treatments and
providing unneeded selection pressure for
resistance. If it is to be used on grazing land
dung should be composted for at least six
weeks, with regular turning so that a minimum
of 50-70°C is reached to kill worm eggs. In
the UK, harrowing is not recommended; our
climate is neither sufficiently dry nor hot to kill
worm larvae when spread across paddocks.

Dewormers should be applied as:
1. targeted treatments based on the results
of diagnostic tests such as a FWEC or a
tapeworm test.
2. strategic treatments to kill species and
stages of worms that cannot be detected by
conventional diagnostic FWEC testing and
When applying targeted treatments, for
accurate testing, samples must be collected
from fresh dung (passed in the previous
12 hours). A representative sample must
be collected as worm eggs are not evenly
distributed across a pile. Take 30-40 grams (a
good handful) by sampling small quantities
from three-five different dung balls. The
sample should be placed immediately into
a zip-lock bag with all air expelled before
sealing. If samples are not taken to a lab
immediately, they should be refrigerated until
transfer, and processed within 5 days. At the
lab, a method with a high sensitivity should
be used.
The dewormer used previously determines
when a test should be performed; tests should
be done 2-4 weeks after the egg reappearance
period is complete for the last treatment.
Standard egg reappearance periods for
common dewormers are:
• pyrantel and benzimidazole – 4-6 weeks
• ivermectin - 8 weeks
• moxidectin - 13 weeks.
In the UK, diagnostic-informed treatments
should be used spring to autumn. Regular
FEC testing identifies horses most prone to
infection and hence at risk of disease. There
are no published guidelines that define the
cut-off egg count value on which to base
treatment, but most sources recommend
deworming horses shedding 200-500 EPG.
The threshold chosen depends on a history
of grazing management; for example, a
higher threshold (500 EPG ) could be used
with adult horses kept on clean pasture at
low stocking density compared to a lower
threshold (200 EPG) for a group of yearlings
grazed at high stocking density where there is
no dung removal. Horse owners should ask
their veterinarian or other prescriber to use
their knowledge of the yard management and
treatment history to make a judgment on what
egg count threshold to select for deworming.
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For worm egg count-led treatments for
strongyles, ivermectin or pyrantel are advised
from spring to autumn. Drug effectiveness
should be assessed once a year using a
dewormer check (see below), especially when
using pyrantel as resistance to this dewormer
is increasing in small redworms. If positive
FEC tests are observed before or around the
ERP, resistance should be suspected and an
efficacy test performed. For this, 10 or more
horses should be tested, but it is accepted that
this cannot always be achieved. Dung samples
should be collected from all horses on the day
of treatment and 14-17 days after treatment
and handled and processed in the same
manner. Using data from the two FEC tests,
the lab can calculate the mean percentage
reduction in worm eggs across the samplings.
Percentage reductions are then used to
inform whether or not the worm population is
sensitive to the administered dewormer: for
fenbendazole and pyrantel embonate, a mean
egg reduction of ≥ 90% indicates efficacy and
for ivermectin and moxidectin, a mean egg
reduction of ≥ 95% suggests efficacy.
Most adult horses have negligible tapeworm
burdens so anti-cestode treatments should be
based on the results of diagnostic tests. Saliva
and serum tests are available from EquiSal (http://
equisal.co.uk) and Liverpool University (https://
www.liverpool.ac.uk/diagnosteq/), respectively.
These can be used to identify horses with
tapeworm burdens for targeting treatment with
praziquantel or a double dose of pyrantel.

Best practice should be applied when
administering dewormers. The dose given
must be based on an accurate assessment
of weight (using weigh scales or a good
quality girth tape) and anthelmintics stored in
accordance with their datasheet.

By using a diagnostic test-led
approach, dewormer resistance
selection pressure will be reduced
as less treatments will be applied
overall.
FEC tests do not provide an assessment of
total worm burden and it is recommended
that strategic treatments are given in late
autumn/early winter to target cyathostomin
encysted larvae and large strongyle larvae,
not detectable using FEC tests. Two types
of dewormer have a licensed effect against
all stages of cyathostomin encysted larvae;
moxidectin and fenbendazole (given as five
consecutive daily doses). However, levels of
resistance in cyathostomins to fenbendazole
are so high that use of this dewormer for this
purpose is not recommended. Moxidectin is
advocated for larvicidal treatments. A new test
is being developed for detecting intra-host
stages of cyathostomins at Moredun Research
Institute and in future, this test will help
owners decide whether or not to apply these
autumn/winter treatments.

NEWCOMERS
To stop the spread of dewormer resistance
from yard to yard, all newcomers should be
stabled and treated with moxidectin combined
praziquantel to target as many roundworm and
tapeworm species and stages as possible.
Newcomers should be stabled for three days
after treatment and a FEC test done 14 days
later to assess if the moxidectin reduced
roundworm egg shedding to 0 or near 0.
After this, the newcomer can join the ongoing
control plan.
SUMMARY
In summary, use of more evidence-based
worm control plans will help slow dewormer
resistance by reducing the number of
treatments applied. Horse owners need to be
engaged in using these methods to protect the
few effective dewormers left to combat these
worms.

KEY POINTS OF WORM CONTROL
1. Gut worms are extremely common in grazing horses and ponies. Almost all grazing individuals are infected with worms
(in particular SMALL STRONGYLES); but in well managed groups, most animals have LOW worm burdens.
2. Foals, adolescent and geriatric horses tend to have higher worm burdens. Generally, the higher the burden, the greater the risk
of clinical disease.
3. DEWORMER RESISTANCE is an escalating issue, particularly in small strongyles and the roundworm of foals, Paracaris equorum
4. Applying excellent pasture management is an essential component of worm control and should ALWAYS be used alongside chemical
control measures.
Key points:
a. do not overstock
b. remove dung at least twice a week from paddocks and dispose away from grazing
c. rest pastures for at least 6 months (winter - midsummer) before you can consider them safe
5. Practice a TARGETED TREATMENT worm control strategy that utilises both worm egg count-directed treatments (in spring and
summer) and specific (strategic) treatments to target worm stages not detectable by worm egg count analysis - target important
larval stages of strongyle worms with moxidectin in autumn/winter
6. For tapeworm control, use diagnostic TESTS in spring and autumn to inform the need to treat for tapeworm infection - blood
and saliva tests are available for this purpose in the UK
7. Enforce the right quarantine policy with all new arrivals
a. treat with moxidectin/praziquantel to target strongyles, other roundworms and tapeworm infections. Do not introduce to grazing
until at least 72 hours after treatment. Perform a 2-week post treatment strongyle worm egg count to check the product has worked.
8. ALWAYS work with your veterinary surgeon or qualified animal health advisor to develop a worm control programme suitable
to your yard.
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Fundraising Roundup
Grass sickness research depends on you! Telling others your fundraising stories really helps inspire others too.
To see your story featured here please email Kate Thomson at info@grasssickness.org.uk

The Great NPS Scotland Bake-Off
By Alicia Hay
On Saturday 27th October we had a great gathering of members, friends and family at
Strathallan Castle, Auchterarder by very kind permission of Anna Roberts, with not a pony in
sight unless it was in a picture or on a cake. It was a great opportunity for all there to have a
chat and a catch up with a bit of fun, a lot of laughs and a good bit of competition including
a highly competitive Men Only class. People travelled from Brechin to the Borders to meet
our two judges Anne Whitelaw (aka Mary Berry) who provides our renowned Summer Show
judges lunch and Graham Barclay, master baker (aka Paul Hollywood) who everyone knows
as our working hunter course builder.
There was a tremendous display of baking
and crafts in aid of the Grass Sickness
Fund and the NPS Scotland Young Judges
Scheme. The day raised £450.00. At the
following NPS Scotland committee meeting
it was decided to price match this giving a
donation of £450.00 to the EGSF.
Congratulations to all who participated and
thank you to everyone who supported this
afternoon by coming along.

Katie’s
Charity
Challenge
Well done to Katie and
her Dad Kevin Bourne,
who raised £145 with
their pop up charity
shop in Blairgowrie.
Katie is no stranger to
grass sickness, having
lost ponies she was
connected with from a
young age.

Ross-shire Fun Show
The Ross shire Fun Show gang are off to an amazing start, I hardly
know where to start! Having already raised over £30,000 since they
started Yvonne Maclean and team have now set themselves the target of
exceeding £40,000! This is an amazing success story which started when
Yvonne nursed her horse Mal back from chronic grass sickness. Yvonne
has sent the following updates…

EGS Information Evening,
Dingwall
By Yvonne Maclean
We were fortunate enough on the 3rd of April to have Professor. Bruce McGorum
join us for an information evening on EGS.  
 e is currently Head of the Equine Section at the University of Edinburgh which
H
provides specialist veterinary care for horses referred by practicing veterinarians
throughout Scotland and Northern England. His research focuses on equine
pulmonary disease and equine grass sickness. He teaches equine medicine to
veterinary undergraduates and post-graduates.
 e had a good turnout on the night
W
despite the weather being against
us (I didn’t think Bruce was going
to make it)! We raised a total of
£1571.25 on the night which was
amazing and I think it is safe to say
everyone went home with more
knowledge on this vile disease than
they came in with. Huge thanks to
Bruce to making it happen for us.
It was a fabulous night which was
hugely informative for everyone
and it also had a great raffle at
the end of it.
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Cari’s Sky Dive
More antics took place in April with Cari doing her parachute jump at St Andrews
raising funds for both Cancer Research and the EGSF. Cari thoroughly enjoyed her
jump and even got to control the parachute on the way down where she enjoyed
doing some 360s which left her almost being sick by the time she landed. She
surprised herself by not screaming and said the whole experience was fabulous.
Her next item on the bucket list is a bungee jump............IN THE DARK!
Cari is still fundraising with some raffles still outstanding but at present, she has raised
£589 in her paypal pool to split between the 2 charities. A fab effort. Hats off to Cari.

Loch Ness Etape success for Darren!
So Darren Morrison completed the Loch Ness Etape for the Ross-shire Fun Show in an amazing time of 2 hrs 55 mins and 27
seconds! Wow! He said he wanted to beat last year’s time but he didn’t just beat it, he took 3 mins of it! Fantastic effort from
Daz and the top looked fab on him from the sponsors, so thank you to them, The Seashell, Luskentyre, Isle of Harris, Bubble
MackTravel & ShredXS.
We will get a total raised once Daz’s wing man Peter tallies up the sponsorship and starts collecting it.
Thank you to Darren. What a fab effort for a charity that he knew nothing about a couple of years ago and even more appreciated
as Darren isn’t horsey so we really appreciate the efforts put in to help raise valuable funds to further research. Get those feet up
now and relax!

Annabelle’s Car Boot Sale
Annabelle Worsley had a fabulous day weather wise for her car boot sale. Her car boot sale saw
huge bargains with rugs selling for as little as £5, reins at £1 but turnout wasn’t huge which meant
bargains were also missed out on. There was a load of stuff which went unsold which they loaded
on to a trailer to donate to ERR Equine Rehabilitation and Rehoming. They are based in Stirlingshire
and I’m sure they’ll appreciate all the fabulous stuff on the trailer. On top of that, the EGSF also
benefitted by £50 in table top money which is fabulous. Thank you so much to Annabelle for pulling
it together and thank you to all those who went along to support her.

Kim’s Charity Challenge
By Kim Somerville
Last year I trekked in Madagascar together with old friends and met new friends
alike with an organisation called Charity Challenge. It took us two days, once
we arrived into the capital, Antananarivo to finally reach our start position
in the Andringitra National Park. We walked six days and climbed Pic Boby,
Madagascar’s second highest peak. Our guides were amazing and kept us going
through our long trekking days. It was a privilege to walk through the villages,
take in the amazing and diverse scenery, meet the locals and sleep out under the
stars at night. An electric storm added to the excitement of the camping and the
whole sky was lit with each flash. It was truly a memorable trip in many ways!
I was delighted to raise money for The Moredun Foundation Equine Grass Sickness
Fund to help with the research and care of the affected horses and ponies, after
our pony Rosie made an amazing recovery from EGS at the Royal (Dick) Vet.

From Scotland to
Poland by Bicycle

Well done Rachel and
Natalie, completing
another 24 hour ride!

Pawel is out burning up some miles on the
bike to prepare himself for the thousand mile
journey ahead of him in June/July! Here he
is after cycling from Inverness to Aviemore
for a cuppa before cycling home again.

These two friends have undertaken several
fundraisers since losing two Clydesdales in
2014 Storm in April and Spencer in May
followed by Jasper who went to sleep after
a brave fight on 27 August 2014.

Rachel and Natalie’s 24 hour ride.

This time the rules were simple, ‘we are only
allowed to get off for changing horses and going
to the loo. Eating drinking, laughing and dozing
off must all be done when we are on horseback.’
Over twenty horses took turns to help the pair
achieve their aim, plus buckets of caffeine!

Congratulations to Dave for
completing the Aboyne Games
Hill Run, raising £175.

He plans to cycle from Inverness to Poland,
a journey of over 1000 miles across four
countries! Thank you to The Seashell,
Luskentyre, Isle of Harris & Bubble
MackTravel for their very generous
sponsorship.

Thank you!
To each and every one of you who have given so generously of your time and money to help
us in our quest to discover the cause and a means of prevention of this devastating disease
and further improve the treatment of chronic cases. To recognise your privacy donations
from individuals are no longer listed, but your support is very much appreciated!

Special Thanks to the following organisations for their support
Ardene House Vets
Border Highlands
Cliffe Veterinary Group
Crieff Vets
Crieff Visitor Centre
Harbro

Harelaw Equestrian
Heald Town Highland Pony Stud
Horse and Outdoor
North East of England Highland Pony
Enthusiasts Society
NPS Scotland

Ross-shire EGS Fundraising
Scottish and Northern Welsh Pony
and Cob Association
The Moredun Foundation
The Royal (Dick) Vet

Just Giving and Virgin Money Giving
26th May – Grass Sickness Charity Hunter Trials,
Strathearn Eventing, Perth strathearneventing.co.uk

14h July – Charity Dressage Show Cousland Park
Training and Livery Centre, Dalkeith

2nd June – Scottish Grass Sickness Show, Blairgowrie
scottishgrasssicknessshow.moonfruit.com

17th August – Ross-shire EGS & Laminitis Fun Show,
Tain www.rossegsfundraising.com

16th June – Ross-shire Companion Dog Show, Dingwall
www.facebook.com/events/299663827358361

22nd August – ‘Meet EGSF’ at BHS Scotland stand,
Blair Castle Horse Trials (*Note: Thursday only*)

20th – 23rd June The Royal Highland Show tradestand,
Edinburgh

26th September – Perth Races Glorious Finale
(bucket collection), Perth

21st July – Grass Sickness Show, Banff
www.facebook.com/Grass-Sickness-CharityShow-1513075672289798

2nd November – Ross shire Young Stock Show, Dingwall
www.facebook.com/events/2063522320372305

EGSF Details

Volunteering Opportunities

You are receiving this newsletter
as a supporter of the Equine Grass
Sickness Fund. If you would prefer
not to receive it please contact the
EGSF office to unsubscribe.

If you would like to help out at any of the above
events please contact Kate in the EGSF Office. It
is always great fun helping out, and your support
enables us to raise money for our research effort.

To receive Equine News by email please contact the office. Please pass your newsletter to a friend.
For further information please contact
The Administrator, Equine Grass Sickness Fund
The Moredun Foundation, Pentlands Science Park, Bush Loan, Penicuik EH26 0PZ
Tel: 0131 445 6257 email: info@grasssickness.org.uk
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